
EDUCATION THESIS DATABASE

In addition to the Esearch search above, there are two places to look for dissertations and theses by EMU students:
EMU's Digital Commons and a database.

Most thesis authors are very happy to find their thesis online now. From Dec , only rpg theses are collected
both in print and ETD. Usage statistics in showed that electronic theses were receiving times more usage than
the printed theses. Theses completed before are housed in print in closed stacks. However, should you decide
at a future time that you do not want your thesis included, simply notify us in writing and we will immediately
remove it from the database. If, however, you cannot find the thesis you are looking for, ask at the department
in question. Please see Theses at HKU for a description of this procedure, and the thesis submission form for
the regulations concerning them. Almost all other thesis producing HKU degrees now require the same.
Missing older ones might still be located in HKU departmental libraries. You can browse the theses by
department and by year. The microfiches are grouped by subject. Some carry full text. See the example. You
can limit your search to online theses. They can be ordered to be consulted in the reading rooms. Some even
sent us the original source files, so that we could convert and make text-embedded PDF files. The first
recorded thesis was dated , though all theses prior to were lost during the occupation of WWII. Online in
Electronic Form Theses completed in or after are mostly online. Where do I find the theses? The HKU
Scholars Hub includes theses in the arts, humanities, education and the social, medical and natural sciences.
Electronic theses and dissertations Taiwan : Abstracts to doctoral dissertations at the universities in Taiwan
from onwards. A retrospective digitization project on older theses was completed in 


